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,Advaoces in Imaging Techniques in Pschemic laeart Disease, edited by 
Ernst E. Van der Wall, Thomas H. Marwick, and Johan W. C. Reiber. 
Dordrecht, The Netherlands, 1995, 159 pages, $69.00. 
Cardiac Eoerge&s: From Emax to Pressure~iU~me Area, edited by 
Martin M. Le Winter, Hiroyuki Suga, and Matthew W. Watkins. 
Dordrecht, The Nethedands: Muwer, 1995, Xl pages, $117.00. 
Cardiac Ulfrasoun$, edited by John P. Panidis. (Practical, Cardiac 
Diagnosis Series). Cambridge, MA: Blackwell kiencc, 546 pages: 
$59.95, paper. 
ClassiF Teachings in Clinical Cardl~lugy: A Tribute to WS Proctor 
Harvey, edited by Michael A. Chimer. Cedar Grove, NJ: Laennec 
Publishing, 1996, 1557 pages, $145.00. 
Cumnary Care, Second Edition, by Gary S. Francis and Joseph S. 
Alpert. Boston: Little Brown, 1995,804 pages, $120.00. 
Functional Abnormalities of the Aorta, edited by Harisios Boudouias, 
Pavlos K. Toutouzas, and Charles F. Wooley. Armonk, NYz Futura, 
1996,398 pages, $85.00. 
Handbook of Echo-Doppler interpretatbn, by Edmund Kenneth 
Kerut, Eiizabeth F. Mclfwain, and Gary D, Plotnick. Armonk, NY: 
Futura, 1996,274 pages, $39.00. 
Handbook OP Exercise Testing, by Victor F. Froehchet and Susan 
Quaglietti. Boston: Little Brown, 1995, 164 pages, $25.95, paper. 
Handbook of Interventional Radiologic Procedures, Second Edition, 
by Krishna Kandarpa and John E. Aruny, Boston: Little Brown, 1995, 
508, $37,95, paper. 
Heart Failure, edited by David McCall and S. H. Rahimtoula (CIUX?I~ 
Topics in CUU&&Q). New York: Chapman bi Hall, 199.5, 436 pages, 
$79.95. 
2CD Thempy, by Katk-Heinz Kuck, Riccardo Cappato, and Jiirgen 
Siebels (C&xl Approaches to Trrchyanhythmias). Armonk, NY: Fu- 
tura, 1996,69 pages, $16.00, paper. 
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Imaging and Intervention in Cardioolol~+ edited by Chr@oph A. 
Nienabcr and Wda Sechtem. Dordrecht, The Netheriands: I&wer; 
1996,5d7 pages, $295.00. 
Interpretation of Diagnostic Tests, Sith Edition, by Jacques Wallach. u eu v
_ Boston: little Brown, 1996, 1,093 pages, $39.95. & s l,O ’ ’ . 
0 _’ 
Intervenrienal Electropkysiology: A Text+&, Second Edition, edited: 
by San$ev Saksena and Bemdt Liideritz. Armonk, NY: Futura, 1996,’ jcev 
659 pages, $160.00.  , . . 
,  I , /  
Manual of Gardiuvascular Diagnusis and Therapy, Faurth~Edition,,b~ ; 
Joseph S. Alpert and James M. Rippe. Bostoriz Little Brown, 1996,395 
pdges, $34.9,5, paper. 
Molecular Cardiology for the Cardiologist, by Bernard Swyngh$d&w. 
Dordrecht: The Netherlands: Kluwer, 1995,250 pages, $89.25. : 
Multiplane Transesophageal Echocardiography, edited by Jos R. ?. C. 
Roelandt and Natesa G. Pandian. New York: Churchill Livingstone; 
1996,257 pages, $90.00. ‘8 
The Pacemaker Clinic of the 90’s: Essentials in Brady-Pacing, edit&l 
by N. kls. Van Hemel, F, H. M. Wittkampf, and H. Ector. Do&e&f, 
The Netherlands: Kluwer, 1995,261 pages, $Y5.00. I ‘I 
! 
The Pathology uf Cungenltal Heart Disease: A Personal Experiencf 1 
With More Than 6,300 Coflgenital!y &ia&Xmcd &arlS, VQlumes 1 I 
and 2, by hroja Bharati and Maurice Lev. &uionL N”Y: Futun, 1996, : 
1,565 pages, $395.00. 
Syndrumes of Atherosclerosis: Currelations of Clinical imaging a&l ’ 
Pathology? edited by Valentin Fuster. Armonk, NY: Futura, 1996, .$I7 ’ 
lX@S, $@.ob 
Texas Heart Institute Heart Bw-ner’s Handbook; Foreword by Denion 
A. Cooley. New York: Wiley, 1996,396 pages, $16.93, paper. 
